Berkenkamp

Enschede, The Netherlands, 1988.

Introduction
Inspired by our Keyenburg project in Rotterdam (1985) and the analytic study “Support
Patterns for Enschede” the local housing association “Licht en Lucht” in Enschede decided to
build a support/infill project near the city center. They chose for Open Building in order to
respond better to the market by fixing the program just before building. Moreover to allow a
change of dwelling sizes in the future. And of course they preferred free dwelling lay-outs
for their occupants!
The project contains 229 rental units for singles, couples and families divided over 70
apartments in a high rise building, plus 61 flats and duplexes on street level and 98 flats and
duplexes upstairs around two courtyards.
The local foundation for housing mediation (SWE) organized the infill sessions, led by two
experienced architect-consultants of our Lunetten and Keyenburg projects.
After our earlier projects some new Open Building aspects had to be dealt with:
1. The attachment of meters and a heater to the central shaft,
2. The prevention of raised floors in bathrooms.
3. The application of modular coordination in a non rectangular building structure.

Urban design

Air view of the project in its environment. In the upper left corner a part of the city center.

The large structure lays as a autonomous form in the district, in no way a part of an urban
tissue. The public and collective spaces of the project have been given by the city. They
consist of two courtyards, two parking streets around the structure and a passage for local
traffic underneath a 10 floor building.

The courtyards of this project are spacious with trees and other plants, playgrounds for the
children and seats for adults. Hedges separate private gardens from the collective area. A
surrounding gallery on the third floor give access to upper dwellings.

One of the two courtyards. Gallery on the third floor.

High-rise building with passage

In between the two courtyards a high-rise structure has been built. Its terraces and balconies
are looking out over streets. On the third floor it opens to the courtyard galleries allowing
disabled people to use its elevators.
The structure has an underpass for local traffic.
Around the project are streets with parking lots, alleys relate them to the courtyards.

Parking street around the project.

Alley to a courtyard

Support Structure
The project has three support structures in one project:
1. A semi circle of flats, 2. Rows of duplexes and flats, 3. A tower of terrace flats.
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Support model 1: Semi circle of flats.

The courtyard side with galleries and gardens below.

Street side with entrances and balconies.

The ground floor apartments have their private gardens in the courtyard and a front door on
the street under the loggias of upper floor apartments. Upper floor apartments have their
entrance on a gallery looking out into the courtyard. This was the reason why meters and
heating are combined with a central shaft as we will see further on.
This structure has been our first experience in the application of the rectangular modular
coordination within non-rectangular support forms. The semi circle consist of edge shaped
bays of which one wall and the central shaft follow the modular grid perpendicular to the
gallery while the other wall shifts 18 degrees from the grid.
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The wedge shape bay on the M/2M grid,

The reference infill plan, to get project approval.

Support model 2: Straight blocs of duplexes and flats.

Street side with front doors and balconies.

Courtyard side with gardens and balcony

On the ground level duplexes have an entrance on the street and private gardens open up to
the courtyard. On the third floor we find flats and duplexes of less depth. They have their
front doors on a roof gallery on the courtyard side and private balconies on the street side.
Like in support model 1 the meters and heaters are combined with the central shaft.
The duplexes on street level measure 2 x 5.10 x 9.00 = 97.20 m2. The bays upstairs lay
backwards to allow roof galleries. Duplexes measure 2 x 5.10 x 7.50 m = 76.50 m2 and the
1,5-bay apartments measure 58.50 m2.
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1,5 bay-apartment on the 3rd floor.

The same with its reference infill.

Support model 3.
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Parcellation of the high rise support structure and some dwelling lay-outs on the sixth floor.

The 70 apartments in the high rise building are accessed by an indoor corridor between 2 lifts
and staircases. They have terraces or balconies. The building has also been designed as a
support structure with fontanels for reparcellation, but the participation has not been applied.

The owner judged the infill design and assembling too complicated in such large number of
dwelling types. The structure offered already a large choice for the users.

Shaft, meters and heating
As we saw earlier the alternation of front and back side in the same facades asked for the
attachment of meters and a heater to the central shaft. A remote meter control of water, gas
and electricity made this possible as well as the centralized heating of the whole project by
hot water supply through the shafts.
A free shaft space of 50 x 50 cm was sufficient in support 1 and 2. In the terrace building,
support 3, we needed a shaft space of 50 x 80 cm.

Open shaft with meters right and heating piping on the left side.

Heating cupboard.

Infill
The local – semi public - foundation for housing mediation (SWE) offered to organize in its
office the private consultations with future occupants. This process has been facilitated by two
experienced architect-consultants of the Keyenburg project: Ange van Ommen and Piet
Priems. During the private sessions the occupants could utilize a true size model of movable
separations, doors and furniture blocs to try-out the sketches.
The infill participation in this project of 229 units has only been applied to 115 dwellings
because – as said – the users of the 70 apartments in the high rise building got a fixed lay-out
and 44 other candidates preferred not a free, but the reference lay-out.
The application of the modular coordination in the wedge shaped bays of the semi circle
apartments (support model 1) did not involve great difficulty. The following infill sketches
shows the result. Most partitions followed the modular grid and some partitions left the grid
with a simple corner adjustment.
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An infill of a street level apartment

An upper floor apartment with corner adjustments

Different layouts of apartments on street level.

Ground floor support 2 with different infill of duplexes

Second floor of the same duplexes.

Sanitary plinth
The experience with raised floors in bathrooms in Keyenburg and Lunetten required a better
drainage solution. The Matrix Tiles of Infill Systems would have been a perfect solution, but
not yet feasible at that time in this project.
Our answer was a metal sanitary plinth around bathrooms and toilets. They have been
connected with pipes for water supply and drainage of bathes, wash- and shower basins.
The simple character the plinth was acceptable in this affordable housing project.

Sanitary plinth in a bathroom with a wash- and shower basin.

Façade infill system
The façade system is comparable to the Mireshö of the Lunetten project: Different prefab
glass, window and door components could be exchanged in standard dimensions..

Façade of 2 duplexes with different windows

Ground floor façade with two door types and window.

Observation

Molenvliet, 1978

Lunetten, 1981

Keyenburg, 1985

Berkenkamp, 1989

After Molenvliet, Lunetten and Keyenburg, the Berkenkamp project in Enschede was our
fourth open building project, a sequence of lessons in housing practice. The main focus was
on the process of design in two spheres: collective and private, or support and infill, or
association and family. A new world of design and application developed from intuition in
Papendrecht to a more rational and controlled project with modular coordination, building
metrology, 1:1 model, computer aided design+calculation etc..
The rationalization and control resulted in a loss of diversity and human scale in our projects.
Time to reflect on environmental quality. Quality of infill but also quality of the collective
and public environment, of support and urban tissue.
These four examples of social rent housing projects were confirming. They told me that –
after an age of standard mass housing - the idea of Open Building proved to be a perfect tool
for individual freedom of users to decide on the character of their private environment.
Especially on affordable housing for low income groups. Obviously rich people own this
freedom already.
Each of our projects confirmed that people love this freedom. They like to participate in their
own environment, and in doing so they experience pure joy and self-esteem.
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